List of Not Shortlisted Candidates for the Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering

The candidates with the following Registration IDs are not shortlisted for the written test and subsequent selection process. The candidates may login with their username & password and view the reasons for not shortlisting. Representations, if any, should be submitted with supporting documents by mail (rcrep@nitt.edu) on or before 18.02.2020 and further requests will not be entertained beyond this date. The candidate is also advised to go through the instructions to the non-shortlisted candidates which is available in the website (recruitment.nitt.edu) for further instructions.

2510002 2510066 2510108 2510151 2510156 4510067
2510004 2510068 2510109 2510153 2510173 4510073
2510010 2510070 2510113 2510154 2510162 4510075
2510011 2510072 2510115 2510157 4510001 4510084
2510013 2510074 2510116 2510158 4510007 4510086
2510015 2510075 2510117 2510160 4510008 4510087
2510018 2510078 2510118 2510165 4510011 4510089
2510019 2510079 2510119 2510167 4510015 4510092
2510020 2510080 2510120 2510169 4510018 4510103
2510022 2510084 2510125 2510171 4510021 4510104
2510023 2510085 2510126 2510176 4510025 4510107
2510025 2510092 2510130 2510180 4510038 4510111
2510028 2510094 2510134 2510181 4510046 4510112
2510030 2510095 2510136 2510182 4510047 4510113
2510034 2510096 2510137 2510183 4510049 4510116
2510038 2510098 2010138 2510016 4510052 4510068
2510041 2510102 2510141 2510036 4510057 4510095
2510047 2510103 2510142 2510042 4510059 4510101
2510050 2510104 2510143 2510063 4510062 4510102
2510052 2510105 2510145 2510073 4510063 4510110
2510064 2510106 2510150 2510107 4510066
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